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Furnishings throughout the home
include vintage pieces alongside exquisitely upholstered custom designs.

Previous Page The living room provides a harmonious backdrop for the
family’s vintage modern furnishings.
This Page The geometry of the home
evolved as a direct response to its
purpose and context. Top Right The
front of the house features a courtyard
on one side of the entry walk.
Right Sculptural stair.

uilding a 5,500-square-foot home that maximizes the use of an infill lot in
Bay Harbor Islands is not easy. To keep with the modernist tone of the
town, which was developed in the 1950s, owners Gabriel Boano and his
wife, Paula Lowenstein Boano, selected architect Jaya Kader Zebede of KZ
Architecture to design a house with simplistic style and artistic flow.
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Zebede, an award winner and LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) accredited professional, had a few challenges: maximizing the use of the
narrow lot while blending with the neighboring properties and achieving the sense
of lightness and openness that complied with South Florida’s strict hurricane codes.
Zebede designed the two-story house to open up on the shorter front and back
ends of the property while maintaining privacy along the sides. The front of the
house features a courtyard on one side of the entry walk. A lily pond placed
against the low-level windows of the living room and beside the front door creates a focal point, drawing one’s view from the front of the home to the water in
the back of the home. “It gives you the sense of expansiveness; the outside and
the inside blur,” explained Zebede.
The home has received several awards, including prestigious Design awards
from the Florida and the Miami chapters of the American Institute of Architects, a
Gold Certification from the Florida Green Building Coalition and a coveted Silver
LEED certification from the U.S. Green Building Council ― it is the first in Dade and
Broward counties to receive this certification. It has also received Energy Star for
Homes certification from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
The home’s aesthetic reflects the clients’ enthusiasm for modern art and architecture, and pays tribute to the town, which has maintained its historic character.
The geometry of the home evolved as a direct response to its purpose and context, including the Boano’s needs and desires, the narrow lot, the neighboring
properties and the landscape views.

The geometry of the house is defined by two orthogonal volumes that are in
“sync” with each other. A long axis ― which runs from the street to the dock in
the back of the home ― connects the volumes. Both volumes are joined by a
covered concrete canopy supported by steel beams.
On the left, the ceremonial volume houses the living room, dining room, a sculptural stair and master bedroom located above. The volume on the right contains
the greater part of the home’s program, including the family room, dining room,
kitchen, service areas, as well as the children’s bedrooms on the second floor.
On this volume a stone wall with horizontal openings is framed on one of the two
garage doors and around the side of the volume, penetrating the house’s entryway. “The design aspired to create a dialogue between solid and void, building
and landscape. This dialogue is evident from the street as visitors walk along a
covered path through the front courtyard. The solidity of one volume is juxtaposed against the lightness of the other; the landscape and built elements fuse
with one another,” explained Zebede.
The home was designed to maximize natural daylight with rectangular windows
and floor-to-ceiling glass walls in every room, except the children’s rooms, which
face the courtyard in the front. The home is entered through a heavy teakwood
door imported from Italy. Inside, the outdoor landscape permeates every corner
of the house. Gray-toned flooring covers most of the interior spaces with sevenfoot slabs that flow along the axis.
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From the courtyard and upon entry on the left, a dramatic sculptural concrete
staircase wrapped with a wood runner and glass railings serves as one focal
point for the open space. The winding stairs lead to a gallery separating the
master suite atop the living room from a library and four bedroom suites in the
adjoining wing. Also in the entryway, a bronze floor sculpture, Cadena de dos
eslabones, by Polish-Mexican artist Xawery Wolski provides another focal point.
Just past the stairway is the living room. This space provides continuous visual
access from the front courtyard to the bay and a harmonious backdrop for the
family’s art collection and vintage modern furnishings. Two rounded steel
columns continue the theme from the exterior walkway and give the sense that
the space is being supported by pilings.
The focal point of the area is a grand-scaled acrylic and oil on canvas by
Venezuelan artist Dario Basso. The artwork both complements and dominates
the living area. The space also features two smoky blue alcantara sofas purchased in 1969 and a daybed by Danish furniture designer Poul Kjaerholm.
Nearby, an Arco lamp designed by Italian industrial designers Achille and Pier
Giacomo Castiglioni in 1962 and a cowhide black leather chaise designed by
Belgian architect Le Corbusier in 1928 are tucked in the corner of the space. A
mixed-media canvas by Roberto Matta hangs on the wall.
Across from the living space is the dining room. Here, a white lacquer buffet
stands behind twin square dining tables and white chairs from Anima Domus.
Pendan lights are by Kartel.
Zebede designed the kitchen to be an integral part of the living areas. It features visual access to the front courtyard through the horizontal picture

The design aspired to
create a dialogue between
solid and void, building
and landscape … The solidity
of one volume is juxtaposed
against the lightness of
the other.
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windows in the stone wall. Countertops are Compac Quartz by Aquatec and
appliances by Gaggenau. The light fixture in the kitchen is by Louis Paulsen.
In the back of the home, spacious porches and balconies flow from within and
reach out onto the landscape, providing environmentally sensitive solutions for
a home in a tropical climate.
“The residence combines efficiency, sustainability and poetic form. Most importantly, it exemplifies the power of good design to enhance the lives of those
who call it home,” said Zebede. ◆
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